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"In this world nothing can be said to be certain, except death and taxes".
Benjamin Franklin

Tax Accounting

Warm-up
What images spring to mind when you hear the word ‘tax’? 
Do you think paying tax is a good or bad thing?

What would happen in your country if everyone stopped paying tax?

Do you know what taxes are spent on in your country?

Would you like to move to a country where there are no taxes?

Is tax an important issue at election time?

What do you think of sales / consumption tax put on the things you buy?

Would you like to be able to choose how your taxes are spent?

Would you look for ways to avoid paying tax?

How do the tax rates in your country compare with those in neighbouring countries?
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Starter
There are some types of tax but some letters are missing. Can you complete the words?

1.in _ o _ e
2.s _ l _ s
3.inh _ rit _ n _ e
4.c _ rp _ r _ t _
5.pr _ p _ rty
6.v_ _ _ e _dd _ d
7._ xc _ s _

Which taxed are you familiar with? Briefly explain each one. What do foreign companies and individuals 
need to know about taxation system in your country?

Ex. 1 Match these expressions with 'tax' to their definitions.

1.tax avoidance a) someone who lives in another country for tax reasons
2.tax bracket b) to introduce a new tax on something
3.tax evasion c) to make a tax go up
4.tax exempt d) when you don't have to pay tax on certain income
5.tax exile e) to cancel a tax
6.to abolish tax f) tells you what amount of tax to pay based on income
7.to impose tax g) trying not to pay tax (legal)
8.to increase tax h) trying not to pay tax (illegal)

Ex. 2 Use words from the box to fill in the gaps.

abolish * bracket * breaks * exempt * exile * increase * property * return

1. The government needs more money, so it is planning to ______________taxes.

2. She earns a lot of money – he must be in the highest tax _______________.

3. He lives there because he has to – he's a tax _____________.

4. They are planning to _____________ the tax on large company cars, and replace it with a tax on all 
company cars. 

5. He is a student, so he's tax ______________.

6. The government is planning to introduce a new tax ____________ for IT companies.

7. Don't buy a house this year – the _____________ taxes are being abolished next May.

8. A tax _________________ is the same as a tax declaration – it's a list of income and tax deductible 
expenditure for the tax authority.
Source: "English for accounting" book
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Ex. 3 Watch a TED talk entitled "Tax avoidance: a necessary evil?" and answer the questions below.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kWt0WjlGX_I

1. What problem does the speaker bring up at the beginning?

2. What method have many multinational corporations invented to avoid paying high taxes?

3. What happened in Paris after the French government decided to crack down on tax avoidance?

4. What were the consequences for Spanish economy when corporations includng Santander 
moved to London?

5. Why does English government let many multinational corporations get away with tax avoidance?

6. How does Amazon contribute to stable and strong English economy?

7. How did Vodafone indirectly supply national budget?

8. Why has Stylianoudis developed an interested in tax avoidance?

Ex. 4 Match the words with their definitions.

a) to dwarf 1. Make something a part of something else once more 

b) counterproductive 2. Escape blame, punishment, or undesirable 
consequences for an act that is wrong or mistaken

c) exploit 3. Change something radically or fundamentally. 

d) to dispatch 4. Bewildering or perplexing 

e) a caterpillar 5. A list of a company's employees and the amount of 
money they are to be paid. 

f) perpetrate 6. The effective centre of an activity, region, or network. 

g) a payroll 7. Make use of a situation in a way considered unfair 

h) to reincorporate 8. Carry out or commit a harmful, illegal, or immoral action

i) a hub 9. Hesitating or doubting; suspect

j) dubious 10. Cause to seem small or insignificant in comparison. 

k) to revolutionalise 11. Carry on a war or campaign 

l) to get away with 12. The larva of a butterfly or moth 

m) confusing 13. Having the opposite of the desired effect

Source: Oxford Dictionary

Ex. 5 Fill the gaps with the words from activity 4. Put them into correct form where necessary.

1. These workers are at particular risk of being ............................. in the workplace.
2. If he thinks he can ..................................... cheating me, he's very much mistaken.
3. Photography and printing have combined to.........................the art of illustration. 
4. On Amendment 12, the text of the proposed Article 8a, paragraph 3, was 

indeed .................................., and we will be redrafting it to make it clearer. 
5. The buildings surround and ...................... All Saints church.
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6. The rebel leaders have announced that if the EU force is not neutral, they ................................ these
troops. 

7. I was rather..................... about the whole idea.
8. The city has always been the financial ....................of the country.
9. A campaign was launched to ................................. the visual arts into religious devotion.
10. Child experts fear the Executive's plans may prove ...........................
11. The government ...................... 150 police to restore order.
12. A crime has been ............................. against a sovereign state.
13. There are just three employees on the ..................

Source: Oxford Dictionary; Thesaurus

Ex. 6 AFTER WATCHING – TALKING POINT

Do you agree with Stylianoudis' arguments explaining tax avoidance by some multinational corporations? 
Why/why not?
Should governments crack down on tax avoidance or should the companies continue getting away with it? 
Why/why not?

Remember about revision of the vocabulary! One day after, one week after, one month after!
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